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WHY RETHINK COMMUNITY?
Rethink Community aims to empower and impact disadvantaged populations by
investing in previously overlooked neighborhoods to help create thriving,
inclusive communities with a focus on housing, healthcare, education and
community development.

Target $150M real estate fund

Focused on projects where we can work with residents and community 
leaders to help create a deep impact while aiming to deliver risk-
adjusted market rate returns

Led by Michael Walden and David Bramble, who have a deep personal 
and professional experience in impact and community development 

Launched fund within Rethink Capital Partners, an impact investment 
platform with a history of mission-driven investing in real estate and 
venture capital
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W H O  W E  A R E

• Rethink Capital Partners is a fully-integrated impact
and ESG investment platform designed to reshape, 
re-evaluate  and rethink capital’s role reducing 
systemic inequality and injustice in our society.

• Rethink Capital Partners has built a diversified
investment platform by underwriting experienced  
teams and matching them with strategic 
resources and capital that strive to achieve both 
sustainable solutions and strong risk adjusted 
returns for our investors.

• Deep, complementary senior team with over 100 
combined  years of investment and development 
experience, having invested more than $5 billion on  
behalf of institutions, foundations and family 
offices.

R E T H I N K  C O M M U N IT Y
• A real estate investment vehicle with a deep impact 

investment focus.

• Seeks to invest in mixed-use and community 
focused projects located in under-invested 
neighborhoods.

• Targets communities with the opportunity to invest in 
or support programs for affordable and workforce 
housing, healthcare resources, commercial 
opportunities, education resources, healthy food 
services and, where possible and appropriate, 
improve the sustainability infrastructure.

• Partners with enterprises, local institutions, high-
net-worth families, community and civic leaders to 
secure and control on and off market projects 
through our proprietary network and better 
understand the community.

IN V E S T M E N T O P P O R T U N I T Y

• Rethink Community is raising a $150 million fund vehicle that will invest in large-scale, high impact development 
projects in metropolitan areas.

• The Fund will focus on large anchor horizontal projects which will yield a series of vertical development
opportunities seeking to maximize positive social impact and optimize risk adjusted investor returns.

• The Fund is targeting a gross IRR of mid-to-high teens.
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Rethink Community is committed to equitable urban development.

Now is the time to invest in this country's critical need in local communities,
especially where lack of economics and investment are destabilizing an otherwise
robust regional economy.

The current social issues facing our nation can not be solved until we begin to
directly address the disparity of access and opportunity in our communities with
intentional and programmatic development.

We are looking to have a significant impact on local communities in cities across
America, while striving for top quartile returns.

We asked one key question: what does inclusive community 
development look like?

We have realized that, if we build together, everyone is stronger. 
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THE PROBLEM
Communities are a complex web. When a community resident does not have
access to a safe home, education, healthcare, work, childcare and healthy food, it is
nearly impossible to lift them or their family out of financial hardship.

By working closely with community and civic leaders to better understand where
we can make the greatest impact, we will aim to solves some of the problems
faced in the communities we invest.
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HOUSING

HEALTHY 
FOOD

EDUCATION

HEALTHCARE

CHILDCARE

SUSTAINABILITY 
INFRASTRUCTURE

More than 4 in 10 children in renter 
households face food and/or housing 
hardship1

7.2 million more affordable housing 
units are needed for extremely low-
income families in the US2

75% of all extremely low-income 
families pay more than half their 
income on rent3
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Rethink Community is at the unique cross section of having over 40 years of real
estate investment knowledge and over a decade as a leading voice in the impact
investing field.

Rethink Capital Partners 
has collectively raised over 

$570M in fund commitments 
across four strategies & 

invested in over 100 mission 
driven companies addressing, 

education, inequality, food 
and healthcare.

Seavest Investment Group
Rethink Capital Partners' 

parent company, has over 100 
combined years of 

investment and development 
experience with current 

assets under management 
surpassing $2B. 

Real Estate Investment 
Experience 

Impact Investing 
Experience 
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RETHINK CAPITAL SNAPSHOT
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Rethink Capital Partners is designed to reshape, re-evaluate and rethink capital’s 
role reducing systemic inequality, injustice in our society and combating climate 
change. 

Focusing on projects located in under-
invested neighborhoods where  the
integration of housing,education,  
healthcare and food will create safe and  
empowered communities

Investing in early to growth stage  
food businesses that contribute to
improving health outcomes,minimizing  
environmental impact and improving  
access to healthier food for more people,  
regardless of socioeconomic status

Invests in early to growth stage education  
technology companies across the entire 
student life cycle. Portfolio companies
have reached almost 75 million students,
24 million of which are low income

Investing in institutional scale,gender  
diverse, tech-enabled companies. 88% of
fund dollars are going to female CEOs vs
2.3% industry standard4and 100% of  
portfolio has gender diverse leadership  
teams vs. 23% industry standard5

F U N D S C O M M I T M E N T S
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RETHINK 
COMMUNITY 
OBJECTIVES
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Rethink Community invests in large-scale, high impact development projects in
metropolitan areas with a key focus on historically underserved communities.

Focus on large horizontal development projects which 
will yield a series of vertical development opportunities 
maximizing the social impact and optimizing risk-
adjusted  investor returns.

Target transit-oriented projects in under-resourced 
metropolitan neighborhoods where the integration of 
workforce housing, education, healthcare and food is
critically needed and will create safe and empowered
communities.

Partner with founders, local developers, 
families, churches and community leaders and 
high-net-worth families to secure and control off-
market projects.

Target large scale projects with attractive long
term demand drivers.

Strategically use state and federal subsidies such 
as tax exemptions, mixed income programs (bond
financing), and tax credits.

Avoid pursuing one-off opportunities which have
hindered neighborhood cohesion and accelerated
gentrification.

Rethink Community has developed an “Impact
Framework” to underwrite, manage, and report on the
measurable social impact.

Geographically diverse pipeline with each project 
anchored by a mixed-income housing component.

Management team provides unique capabilities in 
proprietary deal sourcing, deep market knowledge,
and a successful track record in identifying and 
developing in emerging neighborhoods.

Ability to operate either as a developer or a Co-GP
alongside other developers.

Captive first look vertical investment
opportunities available to the Fund’s LP investors.

Opportunity to participate in addressing this 
country’s critical need for sustainable
developments, alongside a leading impact fund 
manager and experienced developers.

Projects will be further enhanced by integrating
products and services from Rethink Capital Partners’
portfolio companies and strategic relationships.

IN V E S T M E N T O V E R V IE W K E Y H I G H L I G H T S
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We are well-known cycle-tested industry veterans who have decades of experience building a strong
track record of success. Historically, All Seavest Investment Group strategies show top to mid quartile
performance.*

Our authentic, scalable and inclusive culture attracts strategic partnerships whose core businesses
strengthen and enhance our social impact strategies. 63% of the Rethink Community team reflects diversity
in gender, race & sexual orientation.

Our track record with institutional investors as return-oriented investors with a focus on social outcomes. 
As of 2020, Rethink Education and Rethink Impact portfolio companies reached over 150 million learners with
25 million learners being from low-income communities. Our investments helped nearly 2 million people
receive access to healthcare treatments and over 20 million people convert to green energy.7

Our robust institutional back-office includes 13 full-time employees in compliance, accounting and tax, IT
and investor relations.

A vertically integrated operator with strong investment and asset management capabilities and
experience. At Seavest, our team has developed 46 properties, over 4 million sf, and managed 88
properties of approximately 9 million sf.

*Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Investing involves risk including the loss of principal and fluctuation of value.
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OUR 
APPROACH
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Our investment criteria includes rigorous impact assessment and conventional
due diligence. We will focus on large anchor projects which will yield a series of
vertical development opportunities seeking to maximize the positive impact and
optimize risk-adjusted investor returns.

Asset Identification
Generate deal 
flow from Rethink
Community network, 
local operating 
partners, service
providers and
community partners.

We consistently see 
250 –300 deals per  
year.

Underwriting

Rigorous impact
assessment plus 
conventional due diligence:

• Team/Impact DNA

• Market opportunity & 
defensible
positioning

• Impact reach & depth

• Differentiated product

• Multiple exit strategies, 
both pads site and vertical 
development

Term Sheet

Issue term sheet after 
conducting extensive 
financial analysis to 
confirm ROI and
community impact 
assumptions.

Regimented approach:

• Thorough deal memos

• Pricing discipline

• Appropriate rights  
and protective 
provisions

SOURCING SCREENING DILIGENCE
VALUATION, 
ANALYSIS, 

STRUCTURING

Close Investment

• Formal investment  
committee 
presentation and 
approval.

Asset Management

Ongoing asset and
property management 
services.

Active engagement post 
investment:

• Governance

• Capacity building

• Impact metrics

• Disciplined follow-on 
investing

INVESTMENT  
DECISION SUPPORT EXECUTION

REPORTING &  
COMPLIANCE

Reporting

Ongoing investor 
relations and 
reporting.

INVESTMENT  
DECISION
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Sites are selected after evaluation of the following vital criteria - these conditions
foster communities with socioeconomic mobility and drive investment returns.

Underserved neighborhoods embedded within
growing MSAs with proximity to work, school, and
recreation

Rethink Community closely studies emerging
neighborhoods to identify “green shoots” which are
typicallyleadingindicators ofgrowth

Strong need for workforce housing which anchors
the investment - combination of subsidized and
unsubsidized affordable properties

Use of available public financing options, such as tax
exemptions and mixed income programs (bond
financing), to optimize capital structure and returns

Project ROIs must meet attractive risk-adjusted returns,
including Opportunity Zone investmentsprior to tax incentives

Transit orientated communities with scale offer more
affordable places for people to live and provide more
accessible transportation, especially for children, the elderly and
disabled - meeting the life spanneeds of residents

Strong support from local community leaders and local &
state governments. Community engagement to ensure
that the voice of residents is reflectd in the development
program

Transaction sourced off-market through Rethink
Community’s proprietary network
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PORTFOLIO AND PIPELINE
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Rethink Community’s pipeline is geographically diverse project to project and
anchored by a mixed-income housing component. Initial pipeline sites are located
in cities where impact capital can be a catalyst for change.

Portland

Nashville Cleveland
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PORTFOLIO: NASHVILLE
Project Overview:

Rethink Community acquired 21 acres: Rethink Community - Nashville. 
The Nashville project site is adjacent to Dickerson Pike in East Nashville, two 
miles north of the central business district and within a half mile of Oracle’s 
newly announced 65-acre campus.
Rethink Community initially will develop the site with the necessary horizontal 
infrastructure to complete a comprehensive master plan that will include multi-
family rental units, for-sale town homes and lofts with a focus on providing much 
needed workforce housing.
The new project will have unobstructed views of downtown Nashville and 
include a 1-acre public park for the community.

Projected Financial Return: IRR 44%

Projected Impact: Education, Housing, Sustainable 
Infrastructure, Jobs
We are proud of the work we are undertaking to support this community and to 
help create a strong and vibrant neighborhood.  We believe we will have a positive 
impact on sustainable infrastructure, housing, jobs and education.  We’d like to 
highlight our work in education. 

The Nashville project has created a unique opportunity for the team to leverage its 
deep expertise in transforming educational opportunities with the project’s adjacent 
elementary school – Shwab Elementary. The Rethink team has engaged the 
leadership team at Shwab Elementary, in the development of a long-term 
partnership program to support a number of critical initiatives.

Development of a new multi-purpose playfield at the school. This 
program is being supported by the U.S. Soccer Foundation and will 
have financial support from the Nashville MLS team.
Development of a special needs student play area. Shwab has a 
dedicated curriculum for special need students which represent over 
15% of the student population. Rethink has engaged with Kaboom and 
other corporate sponsors on the development of this facility.
Rethink has engaged with its portfolio company Everfi to bring 
corporate sponsorships to a host of new programs at the school 
around digital literacy, financial education, social-emotional 
learning, and health and wellness.
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PROJECT SUMMARY

Land Area 21 acres

Building Space 850,000 SF

# of Apartment Units 482

# of For Sale Units 206

# of Parking Space 800+

GSF Retail Space 500
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PIPELINE: CLEVELAND
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Project Overview:

Mixed-use development 
situated in Cleveland’s Fairfax 
neighborhood.  Multi phase 
development that consists of 
large scale and infill 
neighborhood revitalization.
Located next door to 
Cleveland Clinic’s Main 
Campus and within bounds of 
the designated Opportunity 
Corridor redevelopment 
initiative.
Phase 1 consists of a large 
block redevelopment as well 
as infill for sale / for rent TH 
solutions.  The 101st Street 
conceptual design calls for 
110K gsft of research / 
medical office space, first 
floor retail and dedicated 
community space.  An onsite 
parking structure will be 
enclosed with 144 units of 
workforce housing providing 
new rental options for current 
neighborhood residents and a 
walkable housing option for 
clinic staff.
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PIPELINE: PORTLAND
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Project Overview:

Providence Health has 
engaged with Rethink 
Community to develop a 
master community 
development plan utilizing a 
portfolio of existing properties 
the health care system already 
owns surrounding it’s East 
Portland campus (3 miles from 
downtown).
Creating an integrated plan for 
the hospital to expand its MOB 
footprint with additional 
community assets including 
workforce housing, commercial 
retail and open space.
Rethink Community was 
engaged through its affiliate
Seavest Healthcare Properties
which has recently closed a 
multi-asset MOB develop deal 
with Providence Health.
Providence and Rethink 
Community believe there are
additional opportunities to 
execute a similar programs in 
Texas and California where 
Providence owns similar assets.
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IMPACT MEASUREMENT
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• #of workforce housing  
units delivered

• %of project housing units  
between 60%and 130% AMI

• #of community residents  
served

• %of community residents with  
access to healthcare

Housing Workforce
• #of jobs created within the  

region

• #of jobs created within the  
community

Healthcare Education
• #of students served

• #of scholarship dollars  
received

E C O N O M I C

Percentage of minority contractors and
subcontractors economically engaged

• i.e.,at least 30%of project dollars deployed to minority-owned
contractors and subcontractors - in Atlanta, this is double the
prevailing rate

Number of key workers economically 
impacted by  the project

• i.e., # of frontline service providers employed as the result of 
the  development (e.g., nurses, teachers, fire fighters or law 
enforcement)

Percentage of local residents hired by the project
• i.e., at least 10% of project jobs will go to neighborhood 

residents  participating in partner workforce development 
programs

S O C I A L

Safe and stable neighborhoods

• i.e., neighborhood crime rates decrease in neighborhoods in 
which  Rethink Community is invested

Stronger, more engaged and charitable

• i.e., # of neighborhood nonprofit and community-based 
organizations  engaged as impact partners in the project (e.g., 
aligning client services with  the aim of the project, receiving 
additional funds as a result of the project  partnership)

E N V I R O N M E N T AL 

Minimal environmental footprint

• i.e., Rethink Community assets are environmentally 
competitive,  maintaining stringent environmental standards

• i.e., Work to improve existing environmental infrastructure

For each development, Rethink Community will have its own impact plan specifically
designed for each project.

E X A M P L E S  O F  I M P A C T  O U T P U T S
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RELEVANT
EXPERIENCE
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DAVID BRAMBLE - MANAGING PARTNER & INVESTMENT COMMITTEE MEMBER 

David has worked in real estate investment for over 20 years. He dedicates his time to sourcing & capitalizing
transactions and overseeing project underwriting and execution. As a corporate and real estate attorney by training,
David brings a deep knowledge of all aspects of the real estate cycle. David also serves as the Chairman of the Board of
Lendistry, a fintech enabled CDFI focused on providing small business capital to underserved communities in the US. He
is also on the board of Johns Hopkins Bayview Hospital.

David is heavily involved in endeavors to support the communities in which he lives. He is on the Advisory Board and
Loan Committee for Baltimore Community Lending, which makes small business loans in Baltimore to disadvantaged
customers. David is also on the board of the Ronald McDonald House, which provides free housing & support to families
undergoing medical treatments for their children. David is on the Board for the Calvert School, The Baltimore Tree Trust
and the University of Pennsylvania Institute for Urban Research, along with others.

Rethink Community is made up of a seasoned team with a history of successful real estate
development and investing, a demonstrated history of balancing impact and returns, and awell-earned
reputation for working closely with local community leaders in a collaborative and transparent
manner.

MICHAEL WALDEN - MANAGING PARTNER & INVESTMENT COMMITTEE MEMBER 

Michael brings over 25 years of experience establishing, operating and growing businesses in a variety of industries. This
includes operating positions in real estate, venture and technology sectors. He was an early pioneer in the impact
investing space, having been in the c-suite of Rethink Capital Partners for over 10 years. In addition, Michael has real
estate experience working at Seavest Investment Group for over a decade. As a member of the Investment Committee
for Rethink Education, Rethink Impact and Rethink Community and has served on the board of EverFi, Neverware,
Trilogy, and NextSeed, he is deeply connected to the impact sector.

Michael began his career in Washington, D.C. serving on the legislative staff of U.S. Senator Arlen Specter. Mr. Walden
received a Bachelor of Science degree in Business Administration from the University of Richmond. Through Big Brother
Big Sisters, Year Up, Boys and Girls Club, A Better Chance, Michael has formed close one-to-one mentoring
relationships and continue to create impact in the communities for the past 20 years.
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KEITH BARKER - VICE PRESIDENT OF ACQUISITION AND DEVELOPMENT

Keith, a 17-year veteran of the real estate industry, manages development projects across both the Rethink and
Seavest platforms. Prior to joining Rethink in 2019, Keith led the team at Commercial Development Inc., a Baltimore
based real estate development company that specializes in urban infill projects, repositioning of operating properties
and land assemblage for development or resale. Through his role at CDI he was a lead mentor for Harbor Bank’s
Emerging Development Program. The program takes aspiring minority real estate developers through a 9-month
classroom learning experience followed by partnering with a real estate developer on an actual project. His cohort
rehabbed 9 town homes for sale and generated a return above market for the participants.

Keith has participated as a Business Fellow within the CityLab program at the John’s Hopkins Carey School of
Business. During his time there, he was a resource to the CityLab students who looked at underserved and
underinvested communities around Baltimore and created innovative development projects including design and full
underwriting. In his hometown, Keith is one of the original members of Impact Club Frederick, an impact philanthropy
group that through a social platform turn small donations into huge impact within the local community.

FAGAN HARRIS – VICE PRESIDENT OF IMPACT AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 

Fagan is a social entrepreneur, writer and researcher who has dedicated his career to advancing impact career
opportunities for underestimated communities. As the co-founder & CEO of Baltimore Corps, Fagan and his team
have re-imagined recruiting, hiring, and career advancement for underestimated communities. Since its inception,
Baltimore Corps has engaged thousands in public service and social entrepreneurship. In 2021, Baltimore Corps
launched citycorps.us, which deploys the organization's model in cities across the US.

In 2021, Fagan received the Leaders in Diversity Award from the Baltimore Business Journal, and he currently serves
as the Assistant American Secretary for the Rhodes Trust. In addition, he serves as the Chairman of Community
Action Partners and the Just Economy Group. Fagan co-directed the Impact Careers Initiative at the Aspen Institute;
Fagan was also recently appointed by President Biden to be a Member of the Board of Directors of the Corporation
for National and Community Service. Fagan graduated from Stanford University with Honors and has a Masters in
Philosophy from University of Oxford where he was a Rhodes Scholar.
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THERESA STEGMAN - DIRECTOR OF DEVELOPMENT
Theresa Stegman is a Director of Development, where she manages mixed-use and adaptive reuse projects. Ms. Stegman
has over 11 years of experience in commercial real estate, adept at managing projects throughout the development lifecycle
and in structuring public private partnerships and tax credit financing, Prior in her career, Ms. Stegman served as the Project
Executive for the 700,000 SF Electric Works campus in Fort Wayne, where she secured public financing and led the
construction of the historic rehabilitation. Earlier, she worked at Cross Street Partners, where she ran RFP responses, secured
millions in public subsidies, and served as development lead on the Lion Brothers Building. While at Cross Street, Ms.
Stegman served as Director of the company’s affiliated Community Development Entity. Ms. Stegman holds a Masters in Real
Estate Development from the University of Maryland, and a Bachelor of Science, with honors, from Cornell University in
Urban and Regional Studies. She is an active member of CREW Baltimore and ULI. Outside of the office,

DOUGLAS RAY – INVESTMENT COMMITTEE MEMBER
Douglas Ray is CEO of Seavest Healthcare Properties. Mr. Ray joined Seavest Investment Group in 1995 and has subsequently
been involved in all phases of the firm’s development. Mr. Ray is responsible for supervising all real estate and private
investments, including negotiating major transactions, overseeing the investment due diligence process, providing analysis and
structuring equity and debt investments on behalf of Seavest and their clients.

JONATHAN WINER – INVESTMENT COMMITTEE MEMBER
Jonathan Winer is the Senior Managing Director and Chief Investment Officer of Seavest Healthcare Properties. Mr. Winer
has multi-faceted responsibilities including directing both the acquisition and asset management groups. Prior to Seavest, Mr.
Winer was a Partner at EY LLP where he directed the Healthcare Real Estate Advisory practice.

JOSEPH BONNER – INVESTMENT COMMITTEE MEMBER
Joe Bonner is an Investment Committee member of Rethink Community with over 35 years of experience working with
domestic and international firms in the field of development and real estate finance. He spent 25 years at PGIM and Mubadala
Pramerica Real Estate Investors where he was responsible for over $10 billion of acquisition and development investments in
U.S. Real Estate. Mr. Bonner serves as an Independent Director for both Extra Space Storage (NYSE:EXR) and a cluster of the
Capital Group’s American Funds Mutual Fund Series.
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Target Size $150,000,000

GP Commitment 2%

Investment Period
3 years from the initial close date, subject to extension and early termination upon certain 
circumstances.

Investment Term
5 years from the end of the Investment Period, with 2 one-year extensions, at the discretion of the 
General Partner, subject to certain termination events.

Target Return* Gross IRR north of 16%

Next Close 3rd Quarter 2021

Investment Manager Rethink Community Management, LLC

Management Fee 2% on committed equity

Carried Interest 20%

Preferred Rate of Return 8%

Minimum Investment $ 500,000

Legal Kleinberg Kaplan

Audit CohnReznick LLP

Reporting Cycle Quarterly (unaudited); Annual (audited); Annual K-1s

This presentation outlines certain characteristics of a proposed Fund. Such proposed Fund is in a structuring phase and there may be material changes to the structure, terms and target assets prior to any interests
being offered. Noassurance can be given that investment objectives or targets/projected returnswill be achieved. Actual target may vary and should not be considered or relied on as a performance guarantee.

The fund will acquire or control horizontal and vertical projects, underwritten and executed by the
Rethink Community team. We are targeting strong financial returns and quantifiable measurable
social impact by constructing a diverse portfolio of workforce housing projects.
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APPENDIX
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PROJECT INVESTMENT CYCLE
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Rethink Community Fund

STEP 1

Acquire 
Land Parcels

STEP 2

Horizontal 
Development

STEP 3

Help optimize 
returns by selling  

pad sites to
3rd parties or 

existing investor(s)

STEP 4

Retain GP interest/  
control rights on  

remaining parcels

STEP 5

Raise LP capital  
for vertical 

development on 
remaining parcels

STEP 6

Sell or refinance  
vertical units 
(various asset  

classes)

DEVELOPMENTS

P R O J E C T 1 P R O J E C T 2 P R O J E C T 3 F U T U R E P R O J E C T S

Proceeds 
from Select 
Land Sales

Promotes from 
Asset Sales and 

Refinancings

Potential for existing investors to 
participate in vertical development
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FOUNDATION FOR SUCCESS
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Local Community Leadership: Rethink Community will engage directly with local
leadershipthrough programs and resources in order to ensure local inclusion and support.

Strategic Partners: Rethink Community will team with key local strategic minority
partners with like-kind methodologies and proven experience and track records. Our
funds are led by diverse teams made up of the most experienced domain experts in the
industry.

R ET H I N K  D E V E L O P M E N T P A RT N E R S ’  S EC T O R E X P E R I E N C E

Education: Education is part of the Rethink
platform with an established track record
of early to growth stage venture investing
across the spectrum of socially focused
sectors including education, financial
inclusion, healthcare,food and sustainability

Housing and mixed-use commercial:
The Rethink principals have built over
4,0001* units of suburban and city market-
rate and affordable housing and over 5
million gsf of large mixed-use projects

over the past 30 years.

Healthcare: Seavest’s focus for the
past 25 years has been healthcare - through
Seavest Healthcare Properties, we have
invested over $2B in healthcare assets and
and their fifth and most recent fund, closed
with commitments over $500 million

L O C A L  I N V O L V E M E N T

*Projects completed by MCB and Keith Barker while at Commercial Development Inc. 
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Commercial/  
Industrial

Special-use

Commercial/  
Office

Naturally
Occurring
Affordable
Housing

A N C H O R
I N V E ST M E N T

Education

Healthcare

Workforce

Housing

AN INTEGRATED APPROACH
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Our investment thesis is focused on four sectors — workforce housing, healthcare,
job opportunities and education — that align with major impact potential, team
experience and track records for exits.5 We believe this experience will translate to
investments that are executed in a holistic and programmatic way across assets in the
communities we invest in.
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RETHINK CAPITAL PORTFOLIO
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Companies shown are all investments of RCP funds (Rethink Education, Rethink Impact, Rethink Food and Rethink Community) only as of 7/2021 and subject to change. This information should not be considered a
recommendation to purchase or sell any particular investment. It should not be assumed that any of the investments listed were or will prove to be profitable, or that investments or decisions made in the future will be profitable.
Please see important disclosures accompanying this document.
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Rethink Community LLC (together with its investment management and general partner 
affiliates, the “Firm”) provides, among other things, investment advisory services to Rethink 
Community, L.P. (the “Fund”) and other funds and accounts advised by the Firm. 

Purposes of Presentation. This document has been prepared solely for qualified investor 
for the purposes of (i) providing summary information regarding the Firm; (ii) determining 
your level of interest in investing in the Fund; and (iii) providing general background 
information on the Fund. 

No Offer or Solicitation. The information contained herein is not, and should not be 
construed as, an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any securities (including, 
without limitation, an interest in the Fund). Any such offer or solicitation may be made only 
by means of a final Confidential Private Placement Memorandum (the “PPM”). The Fund’s 
PPM, which will be furnished upon request, contains important information about 
investing in the Fund, including risk factors associated with making such an investment. 
The PPM, if requested and furnished, should be read carefully by all potential investors. In 
the case of any inconsistency between the descriptions or terms in this document and the 
PPM, the PPM shall control. 

Confidentiality; Use. Any reproduction or distribution of this document, in whole or in part, 
or the disclosure of the contents hereof, or the use of this presentation for any other 
purposes other than those described above, without the prior written consent of the Firm, 
is prohibited. 

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Investing involves risk including the 
loss of principal and fluctuation of value. Investors should clearly understand the 
significant degree of risk involved with investing in any alternative investment strategies, 
such as those anticipated to be employed by the Firm on behalf of the Fund. Alternative 
investment strategies are only available to qualified investors who have reviewed detailed 
information concerning investment terms and risks. 

Other Funds and Accounts. The principals of the Firm may have been employed by other 
entities, or may have engaged in other activities, that may utilize similar (but not 
necessarily the same) investment strategies as the Firm and/or the Fund (collectively, the 
“Predecessor Firms”). In addition, the Firm advises other funds and accounts, such as 
Rethink Food, L.P., Rethink Education L.P., Rethink Impact, L.P., Seavest Healthcare 
Properties L.P., that may utilize similar (but not necessarily the same) investment strategies 
as the Fund (collectively, the “Predecessor Funds”). This document presents summary 
information with respect to certain activities of the Predecessor Firms and the 
Predecessor Funds. However, in certain respects, the Predecessor Firms and the 
Predecessor Funds pursued different investment programs from the Fund. As a result, no 
conclusion should be drawn with respect to any specific nexus between the Predecessor 
Firms or the Predecessor Funds, on one hand, and the Fund, on the other hand.

Summary Information Only. The information contained herein does not purport to present 
a complete picture of the anticipated financial position, activities, results, actions and/or 
plans of the Predecessor Firms, the Predecessor Funds, the Firm, or the Fund.

There are numerous factors related to the markets in general or to the implementation of 
any specific investment program that cannot be fully accounted for in the preparation of 
the summaries presented herein. No conclusion of any type or kind should be drawn 
regarding the future performance of the Firm or the Fund based upon the information 
presented herein. 

Forward-Looking Statements. This document contains certain “forward-looking 
statements,” which may be identified by the use of such words as “believe,” “expect,” 
“anticipate,” “should,” “planned,” “estimated,” “potential,” “outlook,” “forecast,” “plan” and 
other similar terms. Examples of forward-looking statements include, but are not limited 
to, estimates with respect to financial condition, results of operations, and success or lack 
of success of the Firm’s investment strategy. All are subject to various factors, including, 
but not limited to, general and local economic conditions, changing levels of competition 
within certain industries and markets, changes in interest rates, changes in legislation or 
regulation, and other economic, competitive, governmental, regulatory, and technological 
factors affecting the Firm’s operations, and the Fund’s operations, any or all of which 
could cause actual results to differ materially from projected results. 

Advisory Services of the Firm. The information contained herein does not constitute a 
complete description of the Firm’s or any Predecessor Firm’s investments or investment 
strategies, and is for informational purposes only. Investors can request additional 
information regarding the Firm’s investments or investment strategies. 

Coronavirus and Public Health Emergencies. As of the date of this publication, there is an 
outbreak of a novel and highly contagious form of coronavirus (“COVID-19”), which the 
World Health Organization has declared to constitute a “Public Health Emergency of 
International Concern.” The outbreak of COVID-19 has resulted in numerous deaths, 
adversely impacted global commercial activity and contributed to significant volatility in 
certain equity and debt markets. While the situation is rapidly evolving, the effects of a 
public health emergency may materially and adversely impact the value and 
performance of the Fund’s Investments. 

No Accounting, Tax, or Legal Advice. The Firm does not provide accounting, tax, or legal 
advice, and all investors are strongly urged to consult with their own advisors regarding 
any investment with the Firm. 

Source of Information; No Obligation to Update. The performance and operating 
information set forth herein is based on information reasonably available to the Firm as of 
the date of this presentation. Furthermore, the information set forth herein has been 
obtained from sources that the Firm believes to be reliable. However, these sources 
cannot be guaranteed as to their accuracy or completeness. The delivery of this 
presentation shall not, under any circumstances, create any implication that the 
information contained herein is correct as of any time subsequent to the date of this 
presentation, and the Firm does not undertake an obligation to update such information at 
any time after date. 
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